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A preliminary study of sorne observable responses 
by rnuskoxen (Ovibos rnoschahis), to turbo-helicop.· 
ter induced harassment, Prince of Wales Island, 
Northwest Territories, July-August 1976 
by Frank L. MillerI and Anne GUimI 

Ahstrad 
On Prince ofWales Island, Northwest Territories, during 
July and August 1976 we observed theovert behaVioural 
responses of muskoxen tb a Bell-206 turbo helicop~er. Our 
helicopter harassment simulated three likely categories of 
activity associated with the construction and maintenance 
of a pipeline: reconnaissance and inspection flights (single 
and multiple passes and/or circles); cargo-slinging (multiple 
passes) and flights for posit;.oning of ground parties (Iandings 
and ground activity). 

We obtained 1363 muskox response samples from 92 
observations of 498 muskoxen harassed by 212 helic<,lpter 
flights. We assumed from group size, sex and age composition 
that we actually harassed 265 individuals in 65 discrete 
groups. We obseti>'ed no injuries, desertion of calves or. 
spliIiiering of groups after our·harassrnents,iand only on 
group was observed to gallop more than 1000 m during 
any harassment. Groups that we observed subsequent to 
harassment resumed either foraging or bedded actiVities 
within 4-17 min of the final hlll'assment flight. However, 
we rated 48.1% of the resjlonses during the 212 harassments 
as extreme (galloping and/or tight group defence formation) 
and 33.0% as strong (cantering and/or·loose group defence 
formation). Thus, muskoxen most often responded to 
harassment by gathering into classical group defence forma-· 
tions. Only 5.2% muskoxen responded moderately (walking 
in response to harassment), 9.4% mildlyi(standing alerted), 
while 4.3% showed no apparent tesponse. 

Solitary bulls characteristically hacked up against a 
topographical feature, such as gully bank or hummock, 
or stood in ~ stream when harassed. The bull groups we 
obseti>'ed showed components of both characteristic defence 
behaviour of solitary bulls and of muskoxen in mixed sex 
groups. We helieve the distances of solitary hulls from a 
topographic feature and the distances hetween memhers 
of groups were the principal determinants of the intensities 
of locomotive responses leading to defence positioning or 
formations. 

At least sorne muskoxen responded overtly to all the 
different pattefIls of helicopter flights we used. The altitude 
of the helicopter and its closeness (diagonal distance) to the 
muskoxen were the most important factors in determining 
the level of responses. If helicopter flights that cause gal
loping and/or defence positioning or formations are detri
mental, then at least 75% of our flights caused stress. . 
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Those flights were as high as 325 m above ground level 
., .... (agl)·,.and atdiagonal distances of as much as 3 km nOJII 

. the animais. Therefore, any flight within those distances 
has the potential to stress inuskoxen. 

b~troduction 
The construction and maintenance of a pipeline will pro
hably lead to great increases in the aetjvities of helicopters 
and fixed-wing aircraIt a10ng the route of the pipeline. At 
present we lack suffident knowledge of the behaviour of 
muskoxen (Ovibos moschatus) to predict the effects of 
the potential increase 'in such aircraft activity on the 
species.' 

. At present, ~nowledge of possible effects of harassment 
on muskoxen has to be drawn largely from paraUeis witn 
other ungulates and predicted from descriptions of muslcol: 
benaviour. 

The objective of this study is to determine overt re· 
sponses,.if any, of muskoxen to helicbpter-induced nar· 
assment iD an area of potential pipeline construction. 
Harassment is here defmed as the phenomenon resulting 
from the introduction of unidentified stimuli into an animaI's 
envÏronment. Geist (1971) giv~s a good analysis of the mean
ing-of harassment. We measured harassment only through 
overt r'esponses by the harassed animais. Therefore, nar
assment would have been undetectedin cases where animais 
did not respond in an observable manner. 

Until now there have been no specific studies on harass
ment of muskoxen by aircraft. One study described the 
effects of seismic activity on muskoxen (Beak Consultants 
1975). There are sorne descriptive accounts of isolated 
hai:assments by aireraft (Gray 1973, 1974), seismic ac
tivity (Urquhart 1973, Riewe 1973, Slaney 1975), and 
human activity (Hone 1934, Tener 1965, Smith 1976)_ 

Most of the concern about potential wildlife problems 
that increased exploration has hrought to the Arctic has 
heen for caribou, still an 4JtegraI part of native culture_ 
Hunting of muskoxen (except by a few settlements) was 
banned in 1917 to allowtheir numbers to recover_ Over
hunting had led to extermination of muskoxen in sorne 
areas (Hone 1934, Tener 1965) and to severely deereased 
numbers elsewhere. 

Tener (1965) outlined the biology of the species and 
noted sorne of its adaptations to the Arctie. Gray (1973) 
wrote a descriptive account of muskox hehaViour and later 
(1974) descrihed the characteristic defence formation 
of muskoxen. 

Geist (1971,1975) outlined sorne of the effects of w
assment, using mainly ungulates as examples. He noted 
(1971:419) that "Another serious consequence ofper
sistent disturbance is voluntary withdrawal from availahle 
habitat." Beak Consultants (1975) suggested that seismic 
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I?if ..... .. "'iyt 
-a~~ti~~!IhtJy.~o(lif.i~d m~ox. dist~bution on Banks' Relicoptèt speed (km/h) and altitude (m agi), the actùal 
-I,s.f.~!f.d;:~ut Urquhart (1973) and Riewe (1973) couldas- (c:liag(mal)'d.i~tance (IIi) to the first aniinal to react and to 
cbk~~iï~ màjor .chang(!s of distributions to seisinic activ- the animais ·when oPP9site, using a clinometer. We .also. 
Hièil:-'L~ilt (1974) predicted.from,hisobservations.of _ .. ___ .recorded verbal obserVations of sex, age and overt responses 
muskox calving that calves would be especially vulnerable of IndiVidual animals and photographed them (Kodachrome 
to the effects of aircraftdisturhance. 40 or Ectachrome 40 Super 8 film) when conditions allowed. 

Studyarea 
Prince of Wales Island is about 32 000 km2 in area, Iying 
hetween 71

0 
and 740 north and 96 

0 ~nd 103
0 

west. Our 
aerial reconnaissance included all of Prince of Wales I!lland 
except the extreme south:and a southern ~o~tal strip 
(3 x 42 km) on Russell Island hetween 98 00 W and 
99°20'W. We restricted ground work to northeastern 
Prince of Wales. 

Dunbar and Crêenaway (1956), Bird (1967) and Black~ 
adar (1967) describe the p~ysiography of Prince of Wales 
Island. Woo and Zoltai (1975) classified regions and dis
tricts of the island using physiogtaphic, soil and plant dis
tribution characteristics. Russell and Edmonds (1977) gite 
further hotanical information and caribou and muskox 
ranges for the island. 

. Inuit have never he en known to settle oh Prince of Wales, 
hut they have travelled there from Resolute Bay and Spence 
Bay to hunt Peary caribou~ Dunpar and Greenaway (1956) 
noted "No trading post or other settlement has ever been 
established on the island". Although in recent years there 
have beeil seis.mic activities, there h.as heen no intenSive 
exploration on the island. 

We selected Prince ofWales Island for olir sttidy area 
as it lies along a potential route for theproposed eastern 
Arctic pipeline, at the juncture of the high and rrlid·arctic 

· rigions (polunin 1948, Woo and Zoltai 1975). It also has 
chai-acteristics in common with other high and mid·arctic 
islands along the proposed pipeline routes. In addition, 
present distributions and numhers of both muskoxen and 
caribou are more favourable for study on Prince of Wales' 
thàh on adjacent islands (Renewable Resources 1976, 
Miller and Russell 1976, Russell and Edmonds 1977). 

· Methods. 
· Three observers used a Bell~206 helicopter as a harassment 
agent with 49.9 and 33.7 bours flown in July and August 
1976,.respectively. Oùr helicopter harassment simulated 
three likely categories of activityassociated with construc· 

" tion and maintenance of an oil or gas pipeline in the Arctic. 
We flew reconnaissance flights to obtain relative num· 

bers and diStributionS of muskoxen and their overt reac
tions to the helicopter. RaJ:}dom encounters with solitary 
animais or groups wete.either single or tepeated passes or - . 
circles. The altii:udeiof the helicopter was partIy determined 
by weather but we flew aIl at 30 m intervals below 325 m 
above sea level (asl). Sorne flights were at 30-70 m 
aboveground level (agi) to Simulate aerialihspection of 
pipelines. . 

We looked for groups within 2-4 km of the helicopter. 
On spotting a group or an individual, the heIicopter flew 
past them, turning, if necessary, to have the animais on the 
left Side of the helicopter. For each observation we recorded 

We noted the location, terrain, and direction of wind and 
position of sun relative to the helicopter for each ~verflight. 

We categorized the followingovert hehavioural responses: 
(1) bedded,-(2) foraging, (3) standing alerted, (4) walking, 
(5) cantering, and (6) galloping. We noted the position of 
individu ais in relation to.each other and if the individuals 
moved toward takingup a group defence formation. We 
recorded the type of group defence formation and the suh
sequent response of the group to the ha~assment. We divid
ed each ohservation into approach, closest contact with 
animals (opposite) and departure of the helicopter. We 
also recorded activitiessuch as calves moving to cows, 
animals holting, milling, aggressive and grooming hehaviour. 

To Simulate the slinging of cargo by helicopter we flew 
a series of five or more passes over the same group at rel
atively low speeds «100 km/h). We were able to make 
these simulations when ariimals were foul!d in areas that 
allowed ohservation from nearby high grotmd. Two oh
servers, 0.4-1.6 ~lll away from the muskoxen, watched 
from the_ ground while the third ohserver remained in the 
helicopter and recorded the time, altitude (asl), speed and 
direction of eachpass. AIl three observers tecorded overt 
behavioural responses which fell in the six categories de· 
scribed above; those on the ground also recorded other 
specific types of adaptive hehaviour. 

The ohservers on the ground divided their ohservations 
mto three periods: pre.harassment (undist.u.rbed), harassment, 
and post·har~ssm~nt (r.ecovery). We tape recordêd he· 
haviotir at 5.min intervals and/or wheneverchanges oc· 
curred dûrifig pre· and post.harassment periods, and con· 
tinùously duriIig periods;ofharassment. 

We sjmuJated h~assment from survey and inspection 
crews landed hy helicopter. The helicopter landed and 
shut down within 100 to 800 m of animals .. The observers 
left the helicopter but remained in its immediate vicinity 
and made no attempt to conceal themselves. The ohservers 
recorded on tape and fumed overt behavioural responses ' 
usi.ng the categories for ground ob~rvation already de
scribed. We also recorded terrain, djst~ce to the animals; 
and wind direction in relation to us and to the animaIs. 

ResUlts 
We recorded 498 muskox resp.onse samples composed of 
265 individuals: 42.3% bulls, 29.0% cows, 9.4% juveniles, 
3.8% yearlings and 15.5% calves (Tahle 1). We observed 
13 bull.oruy groups and 19 mixed-sex grôups with mean 
group sizesof 2.6 and 10.0 respectively. We observed 33. 
solitary·bulls,·and in August seven bulls that we designated 
"intruder" bulls. These wete hulls associated with a mixed
sex group duringthe rut and which.were attempting to join 
the group to breed. . 

We classified the tesponses by harassed muskoxen into 
four categories on the baSis of the type of group formation 
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and movement during the helicopter overflight. When we 
could not observe any responses we classified the animal as 
not apparently responding. 

.. -.Rating Movement Group type 

Extreme Gallop Tight 
Sttong Canter Loose 
Moderate WaIk 
Mild Alert in place 

The defence cirde (also called defence formation or de
fence ring) is the classical grouping of muskoxen in a circle, 
crescent, or line formation practised as a mutual defence 
manœuvre. We refer to mutual group defence by groups 
of bulls only as "defence formations", and hy mixed·sex 
groups as "defence circles". We make the distinction as 
it is difficult to conceive of two or three muskoxen as for· 
ming a circle. A "loose" group was one with animaIs up to 
one body length apart, where group members could be readily 
counted. In a "tight" group the animais were compacted 
together, calves and juveniles were difficult to identify, and 
it was not easy to count group members. 

The initial responses to first-time heIicopter flights 
during the 92 observations of muskoxen were: 34% gal
loped, 27% walked, and 39% stayed in place. Of the ani· 
mals that stayed in place 83% subsequently responded 
during first overflights. Only Six mixed groups did not ap
parently respond during the first flights. 

The helicopter harassment flights were made at <50 m 
(25%),50-100 m (24%),101-200 m (30%) and 201-325 
m (21 %) agI. The muskoxen responded to flights at <50, 
50-100, 101-200 and 201-325 m agI, hy galloping 48, 
42,23 and 14% of the times respectively (Table 2). 
Intensityof responses by muskoxen apparently increased 
with decreaSing heights of the helicopter above ground 
levei. Closest contact between the helicopter and animals 
was proportional to the altitudes, as we generally main· 
tained angles 0(,40_500 between the helicopter's vertical 
axis and the animaIs, i.e. the shortest distances between ani
mals and the helicopter were almost 1 ~ times the altitudes. 

Solitary bull muskoxeD 
We flew over 36 solitary hull muskoxen at least once, then 
made a second pass over one bull, flew second overtlights 
(circles) around five, third overflights (circles) around two 
and landed near two. We obtained a total of 46 muskoxen 
response samples;-54%of the responses were extreme, 
30.4% strong and 15.2% mild. Of the 10 samples obtained 
on second and third overflights, we rated 30% extreme, 60% 
strong and 10% mild (Table 3). 

AlI animais appeared to be already alerted to the ap' 
proach of the helicopter when we first Sighted them. We 
never saw a solitary bull either hedded or grazing. They . 
were sometimes alerted to the approaching helicopter at 2-3 
km. The distance over which we ficst ohserved a response by 
an animal subsequent to its heing alerted varied considerably 
(34-1600+ m). Three solitary bulls responded initially at 
> 1000 m, 11 bulls at >400 m and Six bulls at <400 m but 

hefore closest contact with the helicopter. The remaining 
16 solitary bulls did not respond after being alerted until the 
helicopter was closest to them. 

Sixteen bulls galloped from severa! metres to about 
200 m to take up defence, positions: 13 during helicopter 
approaches and three during departures. These latter three, 
however, were walking away from the helicopter throughout 
the approaches. Three bulls walked, one cantered, and 15 
initially stood their ground at defence positions without 
moving to new sites; four subsequently galloped to other 
defence positions and 11 remained in place. Of the 20 
bulls that moved to defence positions, only five subse
quently hroke and galloped to second defence positions; 
the others remained at the first positions. Twenty-two 
bulls took up defence positions in contact with gully banks 
or hummocks. Nine hulls Stood on top of banks or hum· 
mocks and four stood beliy deep in streams. 

We did not detect a consistent relationship between the 
bulls' responses and the helicopter approach variables such 
as speed, altitude, terrain, and position relative to sun and 
wind. We helieve that the proximity of a suitable topographic 
feature for a defence position largely determined a bull's 
response to the approaching helicopter. AIl the bulls, except 
one that gaIloped on approach, reached a topographie feature 
and initially stood in place regardless of the altitude or 
speed of the helicopter. The exception was a hull that was 
caught on a large flat area that lacked gullies, streams or 
hummocks. He did not attempt to stand his ground but 
continued galloping away from the oncoming helicopter. 

The solitary bull 's response to a given kind of harass
ment may he more intense than the response of a group of 
muskoxen under Similar conditions. The muskox group 
finds security in mutual group defence and the lone bull, 
lacking companions, must take advantage of natural fea· 
tures for added protection against predator attack. 

Bull-only groups 
We obtained 120 muskox response samples during 54 heli· 
copter harassment flights over 48 bulls in 19 Single.sex 
groups (Table 4). Ali muskoxen in these groups responded 
to harassing stimuli during all helicopter flights; 70.4%?f 
the group responses were extreme, 22.2% strong, 3.7% mod
erate, and 3.7% mild.· 

When the responses of individuals within a group varied 
and the resultant group response rating was higher than. 
sorne individu al ratings, the group response was called 
mixed. When individual hehaviour, regardless ofliow dif
ferent, was all rated at the same response level the group 
response'was called uniform. Ratings for groups with mixed 
responses tended to mask the actuaI hehaviour of most in· 
dividuals within those groups. 

When we harassed groups of two bulls, both bulls in
volved responded uniformly on 11 of the 12 occaSioJis. 
On the one remaining occasion, one of the two hulls stood 
while the other bull walked to him. Only two of the five 
groups of three bulls responded uniformly. In one group of 
three one bull galloped to the other two bulls, which stayed 
in place in a tight defence formation. In another group of 
three, one bull walked to the other two bulls which stayed 
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in place and were alerted, but separated by several metres. 
In the last-.group of three, o~e bull stood alerted by him
self while the other two bulls came together in a loose de
fence formation. AlI muskoxen in the group of four bulls 
and the group of five bulls!responded uniformly. 

We notedaggressive behaViour in Il (29.7%) of the 37 
observations of Single-sex groups. In total,J7.bulls made 
63 aggressive acts durffig 35 helicopter harassments: lateraI 
head-swi~ng on 31 occasions; gland-rubbi~ on 26 oc
casions; head-butting on 3 occasions; and horn~ and 
pawing the ground on 3 occasions: In general, aggressio~· 
appeared toincrease with higher intensities and greater 
durations ofharassil).g stimuli. We did not, however, de
termine any quantitative differences between bulls that 
exhibited aggression anil those that did not. 

Our sampli~ is not conclusive, but the distribution of 
responses between the first and subsequent helicopter 
·flights suggests that bulls in s~le-sex groups were more 
responsive to a series of overflights than to si~le flights. 
This assumption is also supported by the increase in the 
number of aggressive acts by these bulls duri~ successive 
helicopter harassment flights. 

The movement by bulls in single-sex groups during heli
copter harassments was apparently tied to both the suit
ability of the locale for defence positioni~ and the spatial 
relationship of group members duri~ helicopter approaches. 
Flight behaviour of bull muskoxen in single-sex groups ap
peared to be an expression of both the flight behaviour 
patterns of solitary bulls al).d of muskoxen in mixed sex 
groups. The availability of suitable defence positions ap
parently caused sorne bulls to function independently of 
other group membeI:S during harassments. 

Mixed'ilex groups 
We obtained 1I54 muskox response samples d~ 102 heli
copter flights over, and 10 landings near, mixed-sex groups 
(Table 5). On 37 occasions we observed 401 muskoxen, 191 
of which were different individuals, in mixed-sex groups that 
were in 19 discrete groups. 

In total, 79.0% of the 1154 response samples from mixed
sex groups were extreme or strong. Of the 401 muskoxen oh
serve d, 52.9 and 93.2% of the 191 indivi«luals responded at 
more than one level. Larger groups (>10) did not apparently 
respond more strongly than smaller groups. Groups with more 
calves, and especially groups in which caIves represented a 
higher percentage (>20%) of the groups, tended to respond 
more often at higher levels, but the pattern was not consistent 

A total of 24 (61.5%) of 39 extreme ratings were indicated 
by animals gallopi~: 8 (33.3%) before, 10 (41.7%) after, and 
2 (8.3%) before and after formation of group defence circles. 
Theremaining four (16.7%) rat~s involved animals that gal
loped but did not subsequently form group defence circles. 
Fourteen (58.3%) of the 24 responses indicating animaIs gal
loping would in any case have been rated as extreme because 
of the formation of tight group defenCÈ: circles. The remaining 
15 (38.5%) of the 39 extreme rati~s were indicated solely 
by formation of tight group defence circles. 

We probably did not see many aggressive acts that occurred 
duri~·the harassments of mixed sex groups, because of the 

numbers of animaIs involved and the partial obscuring of 
animaIs whenin group defence circ.les.We saw only 8 (4.2%) 
of the 191 individuals in mixed sex groups act aggressively 
during 20 (17.9%) of the 112 harassments. Six different bulls 
duri~ 15 harassment flights performed 23 aggressive acts: 
8displacement chases, 6 lateral head~Wingi~, 5 gland
rubbi~, 3 homi~ of the ground an~ 1 butti~ of heads. . . 

Simulated groWld parties 
On two occasionswhen we landed near solitary bulls (400 m . 
8lJ.d 100 m away), the animals stood in place. One bull hrol5.e 
froin hisposition in a gully and galloped as observers walked 
to within 100 m of hinl. The oth~r bull remained backed up 
against.a hummock al! observers moved within 75 m; 

. We also landed near two single-sex groups on separate oc
casions. We landed 100 m away from a group of three bulIs. 
Their response was extreme; they broke and galloped 50 m 
before slowing to a walk. When we landed 400 m from another 
group of three bulls, they stood il). place until observers ap
proached within 40 m, then broke and gafloped about 800 m. 

The helicopter landed by six tnixed.sex groups on 10 oc
casions. We repeated three landi~s near each of two of the 
groups. Except on one occasion the landings were preceded 
by a pass and/or circle. The distance of landing point from 
the group varied, although we always landed where we were 
visible to the group. Whi!e the helicopter shut down (4-8 min) 
two or three observers left it and waIked around within 30 m 
of the helicopter for varying periods of time (10-70 ;rtin). 

The group response to six of the landings was extreme, and 
strong to four of them. Six groups responded to the landings 
at higher levels than to the preceding passes or circles, and 
three respouses remained the same. Of the former, three closed 
ranks and one member of the group subsequently broke and 
galloped about 10 m; one group galloped in tight formation, 
and two in loose formation. There was no. apparent relatJOn
ship between the ràted response and the distance to the 
helicopter. 

Of the four groups that galloped one was already galloping 
as the helicopter descended to land-the group galloped 
about 800 m ùntil out ofsight over a ridge. One tight group 
stood in place for about 30 s, but when.an observer left the 
helicopter, the group broke and galloped about 100 m before 
stopping again. Two groups galloped (10 and 200 m respec
tively) as the helicopter descended. The six groups that did 
not gallop all stood in place, three grouped tightly and three 
loosely. 

Because we made the landi~ in August, at the beginn~ 
of the rut, "intruder" and/or displace.d bulls were associated 
w'ith five of the groups. This may have influenced the behav
iour of the muskoxen. The 30 aggressiye acts which we observ
ed both during and after landings were almost aIl associated 
w'ith the presence of ','intruders." 

On eight occasions an "inti'uder" joined the herd and was 
chased out by the herd bull; only one of these was as t.he heli
copter was landing. We suggest that an "intruder" bull joini~ 
a herd was not necessarily doingso as a mutual defence moye, 
but as rutti~ behaviour, which perhaps was stre~ened by 
the higher lev.el of exqitability caused by the haraSsment. 
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Six groups reverted to apparently undisturbed behav'iour 
after the helicopter landed. Within 3-9 min the herds started 
to disperse, and within 12 min of the helicopter's landing the 
six groups were foraging. Aggressive acts by herd bulls and 
intriIders caused individual members of groups to gallop but 
the group did not respond together. Only one group bedded 
down-the first animal bedded 9 min after the landi~, and 
within 44 min aIl the group had stopped foraging and were 
bedded down. . 

Our impression is that the responses of the muskoxen to 
overhead flights increased duri~ a landing especially if the 
landing was visible to the animals. Landing without a precedi~ 
overhead flight and out of sight of the animals elicited the 
liast response. The only landing not preceded by an over
flight and within sight of the animaIs caused an extreme re
sponse. The visibility of the helicopter landing as weIl as dis
tance from the animais is important in determining the re
sponses to a landing. 

Cargo-slinging simulation 
We flew two simulations of cargo s1inging over a group of two 
bull muskoxen, first a series of14 passes (observation no. 239) 
and then a series of 12 passes (no. 266). The first pass of both 
series was at 305 m agI, and the subsequent passes were at de
creasing altitudes with the last two passes of each series at 15 m 
agLThe helicopter turned at 3 km on either side of the group 
and the passes were at approximately 2-min intervals. Ground 
observers were stationed on a ridge 800 m away from the musk
oxen in the first series and 150 m away in the second. 

The two bulls responded to all helicopter passes by group 
defence forma90n. The responses during Il of the passes (în 
n~. 239) were extreme and, during three of the passes, stro~. 
FlVe and seven of the passes (in no. 266) elicited extreme and 
strong responses, respectively. The two bulls stood either touch
i~ tail to tai! (extreme) or separated by about one body 
length (strong). The bulls stood parallel to the direction of the 
helicopter's flight, one bull faced the helicopter as it 
approached and the other faced the helicopter as it departed. 

In the sec~md series (no. 266), fewer flights (5) elicited an 
extreme response compare.d to the fi.rst (no. 239). Thediffer
ence was probably caused by modification of the response by 
~he topography. The bulIs, especially bull no. 2, took up a typ
ICal solitary bull defence positionagainst a stream bank as weIl 
as typical group defence formation. This preference for the 
stream bank modified their group defence formation such that 
they were separated from each other by one to two body: 
lengths (stro~ rating). Bull no. 2aIso showed the most gland
rubbing and lateral head-swi~g, and apparently initiated the 
head"pushing duri~ the pre"harassment period of observation 
no. 239. 

We noted further differences between the two bulls in their 
behaviour between helicopter passes. The most frequent acti
vit y between passes was standi~ in place. Duri~ no. 239 the 
bulls stood in place between two passes; bull no. 1 foraged 
despi~e bull no. 2 standi~ alerted and gland-rubbing. Between 
passes in no. 266 we ohserved no apparently undistùrbed he
haviour (either foragi~ or bedde.d). . 

The bulls were standi~ tail to tail duri~ the last pass and 
for 3 min after the helicopter flew overhead in no. 239. Bull 

no. 1 bedded down 7 niin after the helicopter could no longer 
beheard. Bull no. 2 horned.a hummock and gland-rubbed 
before bedding down 1.5 min after bûll no. 1. The bulls were 
bedded when the observations ended 7 min later. Five minutes 
after the finaI-pass'in no:266 both bulls were foraging. 

We also simulated cargo slinging by a helicopter duri~ 42 
passes over eight mixed-sex groups of muskoxen (Fig. la-c). 
We repeated a series of passes over one group on three. occa· 
sions (nos. 570, 272 and 274) and over one group twice (nos. 
273 and 282). However, a wolf attack and subsequent inad
verte nt human harassment prevented 'undisturbed observation 
of the muskoxen in no:'282 and we have not included it in 
our . description of helicopter multi-passes. We flew the muIti
passes over 65 muskoxen and obtained 385 muskox response 
samples: 89 bulls, 124 cows, 70 juveniles, 32 yearlings and 70 
calves. 

Prior to each simulated cargo sli~ng flight, observers took 
up ground positions 400 to 800 m away from the group at 
suitable vantage points. We observed the animals from 60 to 
390 min. The pre-harassment period varied from 8 to 342 min. 

Groups responded extremely to 13 passes, moder~tely to 
15 passes, and mildly to 12 passes (Fig. la-c). We observed 
no apparent response in only two of the 42 passes. 

The group res'ponse is, however, the maximum response of 
one or more individuals, and in sorne groups with an extreme 
group response we found considerable spread in individual, 
reactions. Orny one extreme group (18 muskoxen) response 
involved both gallopi~ and formation of tight group defence 
circles. In the other instances of extreme group response, only 
one or two individuals galloped a few steps. The animals that 
gaUoped did not form a tight group defence circle but rather 
galloped toward the group and slowed to a walk aftera few 
paces. 

Ofthe 385 muskox samples: 30.9% gaUoped; 22.1% walked; 
19.5% stood alerted; 18.9% foraged, and 8.6% remained 
bedded. The uniform extreme responses (n = 108) of the 18 
muskoxen in no. 547 masks the vari.ation within the other 
six groups that we simulated cargo slingi~ over. If no. 547 
is excluded, only 4.0% of the remaining muskox sampi es gal
loped but 30.7% walked, 27.1%stood a1erted, 26.3% foraged, 
and 11.9%remained bedded. 

A comparison of the sex and age composition of the musk
oxen with responses (Table 6) indicates that calves were the 
most responsive to the helicopter passes. In total, 85.7% of all 
calves responded compared to 81.3%yearli~s, 59.2%juve
niles, 78.2% cows and 60.7 %bulls. A calfresponded first 
in Il (41 %) of the 27 passes in which we could identify the 
first animal to respond, and in five of these Il passes the; 
calf's response apparently directly caused another animal to 
respond (either the maternal cow or another animal). 

We watched the muskox groups after the final pass until 
they were either bedded, foraging or had moved out of 
sight (6-31 min). During the final pass of the helicopter 
27.6% of the muskoxen were bedded or foraging; within 
17 min of the helicopter's final pass this figure had,increased 
to 83.1% of 65 samples: 38.5% bedded; 44.6%foraging; and 
1.5% standi~ alerted and 15.4% gallopi~ until out of sight. 

The commonest minimum level of activity hetween passes 
was foraging (40.6% of 320 muskoxen foraged between 
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passes; 29.7% stood alerted; 23.1% were hedded and 6.6% 
walked). Our comparison of activity between passes by sex 
and age composition reinforces the indication of the greater 
reactivity of calves (Table 6). Of the 64 adults bedded 
between passes, 29 remained bedded for the subsequent pass 
Of the 20 calves that bedded between, passesonly one re
mained bedded during the subsequent pass. 

We observed no ahsolute differences in post-harassment 
behaviour between the two groups that had the highest 
ranked responses during the final pass and the othergroups. 
The only apparent' difference was that it took a few minutes 
longer for animais that had responded at a higher level either 
to bed odorage. We had one group, however, that was se
verely harassed (no. 282) and we noted sorne differences in 
their post-harassment beha.viour; it took almost B h before 
they exhibited apparently undisturbed behaviour. 

Repeated harassments 
We repeatedly harassed two solitary bulls and could not 
discern any pattern to their response. We' also repeatedly 
harassed a group of two bulls and a group of three bulls on 
more th an one occasion. 

We first flew a series of five descending circles over the 
group of two bulls on 13 July. The response to the first 
circle wasinoderate; the responses to subsequent citcles ' 
were all extreme. Again, 51 min later the same day we flew 
three low circles (15 m agI) over the bulls, and observed 
extreme responses to each circle. On 15 and 16 july we flew 
multi-passes over the animals which responded extremely 
and strongly (already described in section on cargo-slinging). 
Finally, on 24 J uly , we flew two passes over ,them. The first 
pass (76 m agi) elicited a mild response, but the response 
increased to strong when the helicopter descended to 46 m 
agI for the second pass. 

When we first harassed a group of three bulls on 30 J uly, 
we flew a single pass at 49 m agI. The harassment eljcited a 
moderate response, and one bull gland-rubbed. A day (17 li) 
later the helicopter approached at a similar height (46 m agI) 
and we rated the response as e'xtreme. 

We harassed the same three bulls on 12 August. We passed 
. over them at 78 m agI and landed, eliciting extreme responses. 

We do not have enough data to comment on the significance 
of the apparent lessening of the response duriJ:lg the'last 
harassment of the two bulls.' In the lü-day period preceding 
the final harassment, the bulls responded extremely or 

, strongly to 34 flights at varying altitudes. 
The differences in group size and nllmber of hara.ssment 

flights between the two series of repeats ptevent us frOin 
making comparisons. It appeared from within-group results 
that responses were consistent and increased with continued 
exposu.re and stronger harassment stimuli. 

We identified seven mixed-sex groups by their charac
teristic 1 group compositions and by their locations. Recog
nizing these groups, we were able to repeat ~arying patterns 
of harassment flights over them i(Fig. \la-c).We flew a total 
of 57 passes, six circles over and made six lanrli,ngs near the 
seven groups. Six ,of the harassment events were simulations 
of cargo slÎIiging. 

During the 69 harassment flights 39.2% of them elic-
ited extreme and 37.9% strong, responses. During aIl other, 
harassmeht flights which elicited responses, formation of 
group defence circles did not occur; 10.2% of the flights 
elicited moderate and 5.1% mild, responses. In 7.6% of the 
flights we did not observe any apparent response. Sixt Y eight 
per cent of the muskoxen formed a defence circle during the 

, first pass. Of the 32% that did not do so, 16%subsequently 
formed a.defence circle during the following flights. Four of 
the flights during which no defence circle was formed were, 
however, single flights. 

The difficulties ofrelocating and identifying groups 
limited our sam pie of repeated hatassments and consequently 
we cannot draw detailed conclusions. But in general, the 
repeated harassrnents of severalgroups i.ndicate variation 
among group responses to similar harassmerit flights, and the 
responses were often consistent within groups. 

Two of the groups over which we made repeated harass
ments had "intruder" bulls associated with them. When the 
harassing stimuli incteased, the "intruder~' bulls were more 
likely to attempt to join ,the group and were repulsed by the 
herd bull. During the harasslllent flights the "intruder'; bulls 
remained loosely grouped, and when observed between 
flights .they also usually appeared to rernain within several 
body lengths of each other. The presence of the "intruder" 
bulls may have stimulated the herd bull' into galloping or 
walking around his group. 

DiscussioJ:l 
We describe only overt behavioU'ral respohses of muskoxen 
to helicopter harassment for th.e followihg three reasons. 
First, the stock y appearance and long h~iry coat of miIsk
oxen make it difficult to detect subtle behaviour patterns 
(movements of head, ears, tightness of back muscles and 
other indications of tension) and to recognize a state of ten
sion (active inhibition). Thus we cannot say positively' 
whether the muskoxen which apparently did not respond 
were actually stressed or not; 

Second, other effects of harassment (Geist 1975:4~9) 
would only become apparent months or even years after 
the event and so could not be detected du ring one 2-menth 
field season. In the period of our study the orily: physiolog . 
ical and/or pathological conditions that we cou Id have rec
ognized would have been traumatic injuries caused by panic 
behaviour. We never observed any such conditions or circum
stances likely to produce them. Although we observed an in
crease in aggressive activity, apparently triggered by the heli" 
copter harassment, we did not see any injuries resulting from 
the aggression, although aggression between bulls is known 
to lead to severe in jury, even death (Tener 1965, Wilkinson 
aiId Shank 1974). 

Third, as so little is known about :nuskox physiology, we. 
cannot descrihe theharassment effects in any meariingful 
quantitative ,terms. We have described the durations and typ.es 
of overt responses, but it would be premature to speculate 
on the relationships of those responses to physiological param· ' 
eters .. 

The dispersion of solitary bulls in relation to local topog
raphy and the dispeysion of individuals in a group relative 
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'to other ingividuals apparently influenced locomotory res
, ponses and the distances covered durlng,a harassment. As 
defencegroup formation is an integral part' of the flight be
haviour of muskoxen, the distance moved byindividuals 
cluring harassment was; in part, directly related to the dis
tance required to attain the defence group formation. The 
gait an individual used was a function of the distance to be 
covered., the intel}sity of the harassing stimuli, and the age 
and sex of the individilal. 

Movements after the group took up a defence formation 
or position were related to the intensity of the harassing 
stimuli, but varied among the groups. Most groups gaHoped 
less than 200 m and only one group consistently moved more 
than 200 m during harassment flights. We cannot tell wh ether 
the apparent variation amoJ:lg groups was the result of pre
vious experiences with helicopters of sorne or aIl muskoxen 
in the group. 

The straight-line distances that we re<:orded between the 
different locations of the same group on sever~I harassment 
occasions are difficüh to interpret as we know little about 
the daily rates of travel by unharassed muskoxen. The group 
that consistently responded most extremely to the helicop
ter harassment (galloping 3 km in an arc during one flight) 

, only moved 4.8 km from the site of the first harassment 
after five subsequent h~rassments in a 17-day period. A 
group that did not respond extremely to seven harassments ' 
during 25 days moved 16.8 km from the site of the first 
harassment. Both those series of observations were during 
the snow-free period. , 

Muskoxen are relatively sedentary (Hone 1934, Tener 
1965, Gray 1973, Wilkinson and Shank 1974). Gauthier 
(1975) described movements of apparently undisturbed 
muskox groups on central Bathurst Island and Wilkinson 
and Shank (1974:122-136) described detailed movements 
of sorne muskox herds on Banks Island. Their resuIts show 
that aIthough IÏlûskoxen remained feeding in relatively small 
areas for days at a time, they would also move several kilo
metres to new foraging areas. Ali the movements that we ob
serVed are within the ranges of daily movements described by 
Wilkinson and Shank (1974) and Gauthier (1975). We donot 
know the influence on movements of terrain, snow coyer, 
phenology of vegetation, weather, and phase in the repro
ductive cycle. 

Neither Urquhart (1973) nor Beak (1975) noted major 
changes in muskox distribution after seismic activities in the 
area, although Beak (1975:13) suggested that seismic activity 
subtly modified the distribution. As we have no knowledge 
of the muskox distribution prior to our harassments we do 
not know if and how we influenced it. We did not see, as 
apparently did Gray (1974:27), muskoxen stampeding from 
an area after the departure of the helicopter. On one occa
sion we observed a muskox group harassed by:helicopter, 
man, and wolf. The herd subsequently moved into a relatively 
barren area, as Gray (1974:27) has suggested may happen. 
The group left the barren ridge and walked to a sedge-meadow 
within 4 h of the harassment. 

Although we did not observe herd splitting and calf aban
donrnent, the rep<>rted incidents of harassment leading to 
calf abandonment were in April (Urquhart 1973) and May 

(Riewe 1973), when the c~ves are younger and pfobahly 
lessabIe to keep up with the herd. Also, we neverdeliber
ately pursUed muskoxen as this may be more'likely toin
duce panic leading to group splinteriJ:lg. 

Our helicopter flights inter.rupted.on-going activity of .. , .' 
93.6% of the 498 muskoxen that we observed. The charac
teristic response was the formation of the defence circle, 
and 75%.of the responses during 212 flights involved sorne 
form of the defence formation. Gray (1974:28) noted that 
formation of a defence circle in win ter , spring or early sum
mer is potentially harmful to the weaker members of the 
group. \\Te concur with Gray (1974:28), who suggests that 
group defence formation is a useful indication of the effeet 
of humanactivities on muskoxen. We have ohserved group 
defence formations in response to flights as high as 325 m agi 
and at diagonal distances as much as 3 km from the muskoxen_ 
Therefore, further work needs to be carried out to estahlish 
what altitudes ~nd diagonal distances win not cause apparent 
harassinent of muskoxen. 
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Table 1 
Sex and age composition of muskoxen hy group size, Prince 
of Wales Island, NWT, 1976 

Group 
size Blills 

1 381 

2 182 

3 9 
4 4 
5 63 

6 2 
7 4 
8 3 
9 8 
10 12 
15 2 
16 2 
17 2 
18 2 

lIncludes 5 "intruder;' bulls. 
2Includes 2 "intruder" bulls. 
3Includes,} buÏl from a mlxed sex group of 5 aniinals. 

Cows 

2 
2 
8 
8 

10 
19 
6 
8 
7 
7 

Numberof individu{lls 

Juveniles Yearlings 

1 
1 
4 i 
3 
3 1 
4 3 
2 
2 1 
3 1 
3 2 

.9 

Calves 

1 
1 
4 
2 
5 

12 
5 
3 
4 
4 

, .,.,. " 

Totals 

38 
18 
9 
4 

10 
6 

21 
16 
27 
50 
15 
16 
17 
18 
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Table 2 
7 

U' ff'''' 
Percentage distributions of initial movements of muskoxen by !> ~, J 

social units and altitude (above ground level) of helicopter 
du ring harassment f1ights, Prince of Wales Island, NWT, 
1976 

Altitude Solitary Single Mixed 

(rn agi) bulls sex groups sex groups 

Initial responses % % % 

<50 
Stand 15 40 40 
Walk 15 60 
Gallop 70 60 

50-100 
Stand 50 60 40 

Walk 7 20 
Gallop 43 40 40 

101-200 
Stand 38 25 60 
Walk 25 38 40 '. 
Gallop 37 37 , 

201-325 
Stand 41 
Walk 100 47 ol (;aIlop 100 12 r) 

l <50-325 
Stand 33 37 46 
Walk 14 21 43 
Gallor 53 42 11 

1 

()\ U 
1 , 

10 
1 

L 

Table 3 
Distributions of 46 helicopter harassment flights over solitary 
bull muskoxen by rated levels of respon~es and physical va-
riables duriilg fIfst and subsequent passes or circles, Prince of 
Wales Island, NWT, 1976 

To passes 

Physical variables Extreme 

Altitudes (m agi) 
<50 9(1)1 
50-100 7 
101-200 3 
201-325 

Response distances2 (m) 
<400 10(1) 
400-750 5 
751-1200 2 
1201-1600+ 2 

Position of sun relative to 
heUcopter and animais 

SHA3 5 
SAH~ 5(1) 
Sun obscured 9 
Not applicableS 

Direction of wind relative to 
helicopter fligh t 

Flying with wind 8(1) 
Flying into wind 1 
Flying >600 

to wind 10 
Not applicable 

Topography 
Lowland fIats 16(1) 
Intermediate slopes 3 

IFirst value equals number of samples at that level of responses 
during the fust harassment f1ight of each observation; value in 
parentheses equals number of samples at that level of responses 
for all harassment f1ights subsequent to the first f1ight during each 
observation. 

2First observed response subsequent to standing alerted, given as 
diagonal distance from helicopter to animais. 

!Helicopter between sun and animais, sun-helicopter-animals (SHA). 
Animalsibetween SWl and helicopter, SLÙl-animals-helicopter (SAH). 

5Sun and wind were not considered applicable during subsequent 
circles and were not recorded. 

Strong 

3(1) 
2(1) 
1 

3(2) 
2 
1 

1(1) 
1 
4(1) 

2(1) 
2(1) 
2 

6(2) 

11 

5 

Levels of responses 

To circles 

Mild Extreme Strong Mild 

1 (3) (1) 
3 1(1) 1(1) 1 
1 1(1) 1 

1 

2 2(2) 1(4) 1(1) 
3 1 1 

1 1 
3 1 
2 1 2 

(2) (4) (1) 

2 2 1 1 
2 1 
1 1 

(2) (4) (1) 

4 3(2) 2(4) 1(1) 
1 
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Table 4 ~" n 

Table 5 ' , 
Distributions of 54 harassment flights over 48 bull muskoxen Distribution of 102 helicopter harassment flights over and 
in 19 single-sex groups by rated levels of group responses and ' 10 harassment landings near muskoxen in 37 mixed-sex 
physical variables duringfirst and subsequent passes or circles, groups by rated levels of group responses and physical va-
Prince ofWales Island,NWT, 1976 riables obtained during first and subsequent passes, circles, 

Levels of group responses 
or landings, Prince of Wales Island, NWT, 1976 

fo passes To circles LeveIs of group responses 

To passes To circles To landings 
Physical variables Extreme Strong Moderate Mild Extreme Strong Moderate Physical 

variables Extreme Strong Moderate Mild None Extreme Strong Mild None Extreme Strong 
Altitudes (m agI) 

4(8)1 1(4) Altitudes (m agi) <50 (1) 1 
<SO 1(9)1 (6) 1(1) (1) 3(1) (6) 1(3) 50-100 2(2) 1(2) 2 (4) SO-100 4(1) (4) 1(1) (2) 

101-200 2(1) (5) 3 1 101-200 (3) 7(4) 2(2) (2) 1(2) 1(2) 
201-325 1(6) 1(2) 201-32S 3(13) 5(6) 2(9) 2(1) 1(4) 2 

Response distances2 (m) 
Response distances2 (m) 

1 

<400 2(4) 3(20) (9) 1(2) 1(3) 2(S) 1(4) (6) 1(2) 
3(8) 1 400-7S0 2 S 2 1 (1) 2(1) <400 6(15) 2(10) 1 

751-1200 1(1) 3 1(1) 400-750 3(2) 1 1 1 
1201-1600 3(21) 1 (1) 

Position of sun relative to 

Il 
Position of sun relative to 

helicopter and animaIs hclicopter and animaIs 
SHA3 2(9) 3(8) (4) 1(1) 2(1) 2 2 (2) (1) SHA3 - (1) 1 SAH4 4(7) 2(9) 1(4) 1 2(1) 1 1 (2) 1(1) 

SAH4 3 1 1 1 Sun obsctired 2(10) 7(3) 1(1) (1) (1) 1 1 1 (2) (}. ) 
Sun obscured 6(17) 2(9) 1 2 1 

(]I 
Not applicableS (4) (7) (4) 

Not applicableS (8) (i Direction of wind reîative t9 
helicopter flight 

Direction of wind relative to Into wind 4(10) 6(10) 1(3) (1) 3(1) 1 3 1 (1) 1(1) 
f With wind 1(14) 2(9) 1(3) 2(1) 1(2) 2 1 (4) (1) helicopter flight 

>60
0 

to wind 3(2) 4(1) (3) 1 (1) (1) 
Flying into wind 2 (1) l Not applicableS (4) (7) (4) 
Flying with wind 4 1 2 4 

Topography Flying >60° to wiild 3(17) 2(9) Flats 4(19) 10(17) 2(9) 3(1) 4(3) 1(3) 2(S) 1(3) 1 (4) (3) 
Not applicableS (8) Siopes 1(7) 2(1) (1) (1) 4(2) (1) 1 (2) 1 

Ridges 1 
Topography Plateaus 2 (2) 

Lowland flats 7(12) 1(3) 1 3(2) Group sizes 
1(2) 2(3) 1(1) (1) 1(2) Interrtlediate slopes 2 (1) 1 1(6) 1 S-7 3(9) 3(13) 2(6) 

8-10 1(8) 6(S) (3) 1 1(1) 2(4) 1(3) 2 (3) Ridges 1(6) 
11-1S 1 

Plateaus (5) 1 16.-18 3(9) 3(2) 2 (3) 2(2) (3) (1) 

1 First value equals number of samples at that level of responses during Number of calves in each group 
(1) 1 (1) 0 (1) the tirst harassment flight of each observation and value in paren-

1 

1 4(3) 2(12) 1(9) 2(2) 2(3) 1(1) (1) 1(2) 
theses equaIs number of samples at that level of response for aIl 2 (9) 4(S) 1 2 (2) harassment flights subsequent to the first f1ight during each observa- 3 I(S) 3(1) 1 1(1) l(S) 1(3) (1 ) tion. 

1 4 2(8) 3(2) 1 (2) 2(1) (2) (1) 2First observed response subsequent to standing alerted, given as S 1 diagonal distance from helicopter to animaIs. 
3Helicopter between sun and animaIs, sun-helicopter-animals (SHA). IFirst value equals number of samples at that level of responses during 
4AnimaIs between sun and helicopter, sun-animals-helicopter (SAH). the [Ifst harassinent flight of each observation and value in paren-5Sun and wind were not considered applicable during subsequent theses equals number of samples at that level of responses for ail circles and were not recorded. harassment f1ights subsequent to the fust flight during each observa-

tion. 
2First observed response subsequent to standing alerted, given as 
diagonal distance from helicopter to animais. 

3Helicopter between sun and animais, sun-helicopter-animals (SHA). 
r 4AnimaIs between sun and helicopter, sun-animals-helicopter (SAH). Q: ru SSun and wind were not considered applicable during subsequent 

Ji circles and were not recorded. 
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Table 6 
Percentage distributions of responses by sex and age of mus-
koxen during simulated cargo slinging, Prince of Wales Island, 
NWT,1976 

Maximum response during helicopter passes 

Sex and No. Gallop Walk Stand Forage Bed 
age ind. (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) 

Bulls 89 15.7 21.4 23.6 29.2 10.1 
Cows 124 36.3 23.4 18.6 16.1 5.6 
Juveniles 70 28.6 10.0 21.4 21.4 18.6 
Yearlings 32 37.5 31.3 12.5 18.7 0.0 
Calves 70 40.0 28.6 17.1 8.6 5.7 

Minimum response between passes 

No. Walk Stand Forage Bed 
ind. (%) (%) (%) (%) 

74 9.5 20.3 48.6 21.6 
103 4.9 32.0 45.6 17.5 

59 5.1 32.2 35.6 27.1 
26 7.7 26.9 50.0 15.4 
58 6.9 36.2 22.4 34.5 

T 
~ , 

~ n ,,; (' Figure la 
Group responses by flight patterns and altitudes of multiple 
harassment flights over four mixed sex groups of muskoxen, 
Prince of Wales Island, Northwest Territories·, 1976 
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Figure lb 
Group responses by f1ight patterns and altitudes of multiple 
harassment f1ights over eight mixed sex groups of muskoxen, 
Prince of Wales Island, Northwest Territories, 1976 
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Figure lc 
Group responses by f1ight patterns ~nd altitudes of multiple 
harassment flights over one mixed sex group of m uskoxen, 
Prince of Wales Island, Norlhwest Territories, 11)76 
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